Ultracold plasmas (UCPs) are created under conditions of near but not perfect neutrality. In the limit of zero electron temperature, electron screening results in non-neutrality manifesting itself as an interior region of the UCP with both electrons and ions and an exterior region composed primarily of ions. The interior region is the region of the most scientific interest for 2-component ultracold plasma physics. This work presents a theoretical model through which the time evolution of non-neutral UCPs is calculated. Despite Debye screening lengths much smaller than the characteristic plasma spatial size, model calculations predict that the expansion rate and the electron temperature of the UCP interior is sensitive to the neutrality of the UCP. The predicted UCP dependence on neutrality has implications for the correct measurement of several UCP properties, such as electron temperature, and a proper understanding of evaporative cooling of the electrons in the UCP.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultracold plasmas (UCPs) offer the opportunity to study plasma physics within a unique range of plasma parameters 1 . Simple estimates from UCP initial ionization conditions [1] [2] [3] suggest that experiments with the electrons and/or the ions deep in the strongly-coupled regime [4] [5] [6] should be able to be performed. This simple estimation is incomplete, however, as there are several heating mechanisms such as disorder-induced heating 2,3 , three-body recombination 7 , and continuum lowering 8 that raise both the ion and/or electron temperatures quickly and thus reduce the degree of strong-coupling shortly after UCP formation. In principle, this heat could be subsequently removed and the degree of strongcoupling increased if cooling occurs in the UCP after formation. After formation the UCP expands due to the thermal pressure of the electrons, and so adiabatic cooling will lower the electron temperature. Additionally, evaporative cooling can also cool the electrons 9 . Recent work 10 has shown that the influence of evaporative cooling increases as the density of a UCP decreases. While that work examined the cooling from the evaporation that inevitably occurs during the expansion of a UCP, forced evaporative cooling should be even more effective and can be implemented by using external electric fields to deliberately increase the evaporation rate from the UCP 11 . One consequence of such forced evaporative cooling is a reduction in the charge neutrality of the UCP. Therefore, to successfully interpret experiments investigating forced evaporative cooling in UCPs, the influence of reduced charge neutrality on UCP behavior, particularly the UCP expansion rate and subsequent electron cooling, needs to be studied and quantified. This is the subject of the work presented here. Determinations of electron temperature during UCP expansion and forced evaporation experiments performed in the absence of this analysis have the potential to give misleading results, depending on the experimental techniques used. This is true not only of forced evaporation cooling experiments, but of any experiment where the UCP neutrality is varied that involves UCP expansion, electron temperature, or electron confinement as relevant parameters.
As part of the UCP formation process, an initially neutral ionized gas acquires a net positive charge as some electrons escape the UCP 1 . The net positive charge creates a potential well, confining most of the electrons inside the UCP 12 . For sufficiently cold electrons, the UCP can be thought of having two distinct regions. The interior is characterized by the presence of significant ion and electron densities, while the exterior is predominantly composed of ions. Insofar as the UCP is a two-component plasma, the interior region is the main region of interest. The inner region is where oscillations in the electron component are located, where three-body recombination is significant, and where electron response to external fields will be centered.
For typical quasi-neutral UCP conditions, the postformation expansion is driven primarily by the thermal pressure of interior electrons and not by Coulomb forces that arise from the overall charge imbalance between the number of ions and electrons. At first glance, it would seem that any increase in charge imbalance would result in an increase in the total UCP expansion rate due to an increase in electrostatic forces. However, it remains unclear whether the expansion of the UCP interior would be impacted by additional Coloumb driven expansion. Gauss' Law and the spherical symmetry of UCPs imply no additional electric field in the interior of the UCP from an increase in the number of ions in the exterior region. Moreover, any electric fields would be screened by the electrons in the UCP.
Despite screening and the spherical symmetry considerations, however, there are two possible ways that a change in charge neutrality could affect not only the total UCP expansion rate but the expansion rate of the interior region of the UCP as well. Changes in the exterior charge distribution will alter the expansion rate of that part of the UCP and that in turn will influence the expansion rate at the boundary of the interior region. A change in the rate of expansion at the interior region boundary can lead to an overall change in the interior region expansion rate as a whole. Furthermore, a change in charge imbalance will alter the UCP potential depth. This in turn influences the confined electron spatial density distribu-tion, possibly affecting interior expansion. The work in this article theoretically investigates UCP expansion and electron cooling as a function of the neutrality of the UCP.
Our work synthesizes previous theoretical models that have been developed for describing UCP expansion 12, 13 . In general, UCP near-neutrality is assumed in previous published work 3, 12, 14, 15 and this results in thermal energy being the primary driver of UCP expansion. Our primary contribution is to extend calculations such as in Ref. 3, 12, 16 to treat circumstances of extremely reduced charge neutrality.
It was found that increased charge imbalances resulted in a significantly increased rate of exterior region ion expansion. This additional ion exapansion is large enough to be detectable by ion absorption spectroscopy commonly used in UCP experiments 17, 18 . This increased rate of exterior expansion is found to lead in turn to additional cooling of the UCP electrons via adiabatic expansion cooling. The relative impact of this additional cooling becomes greater as the initial UCP electron temperature is decreased. The increased cooling in the interior region reduced the magnitude of thermal pressure, causing a small, but detectable slowing of the interior expansion well inside the boundary. Thus, increases in charge imbalance are associated with changes in the spatial shape of the UCP ion distribution. From the perspective of trying to remove energy from the electron component to reduce its temperature, such additional cooling from reduced neutrality is beneficial. The mechanism for this additional electron temperature reduction as a function of different UCP parameters is treated in the following sections.
II. UCP EXPANSION AND ELECTRON TEMPERATURE MODEL
Our model calculates the path of UCP ions over the course of the UCP expansion. Spherical symmetry is assumed for both the ion and the electron spatial distriution. At each point in time the electrons are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium, modified slightly from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution as discussed below. This assumption of thermal equilibrium requires particular average electric fields to be present that confine the electrons, and these fields drive the ions outward in expansion. The expansion of the ions can thus be modeled via computing these electric fields and their effect on UCP ions. Energy conservation was used to determine the change of electron temperature with time. Different UCP initial parameters can be altered (e.g. electron temperature, UCP size and density, neutrality) to determine their influence on the UCP expansion
The ions in the UCP are treated as zero temperature particles and assumed to be initially distributed with a Gaussian density distribution described by
, where N is the number of ions, σ 0 is the spatial scale, and r is the distance from the UCP center. To track the change in the ion density distribution with time, the ions are assigned to a series of thin concentric spheres (shells). To avoid finite number issues 10,000 shells are used. These shells are extended over a distance of 5σ 0 , after which the distribution is truncated. When necessary, the ion shells were smoothed into a continuous density function by utilizing a series of interpolating polynomials. This is necessary, for instance, in the determination of the electron density distribution. UCP electrons are described by an energy distribution equal to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at lower energies but tending smoothly to zero at an upper cut-off energy corresponding to the depth of the electron confining potential 19 . This is known as the King model of the electron thermal equilibrium distribution as decribed in Ref. 19 . This model has been compared to more sophisticated Monte Carlo methods describing UCP electrons, and has exhibited good agreement with the more sophisticated Monte Carlo technique. The need for a cutoff exists because in general the net potential energy from the ions and electrons tends to a finite value far from the UCP. For a purely Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution this would imply a non-zero density of electrons everywhere outside the UCP, leading to a predicted infinite number of electrons. This non-physical result necessitates a truncation of the distribution. This truncation point is labeled as R 0 . We set R 0 equal to 6σ 0 in our computations, which is reasonable based on typical extraction fields applied in UCP experiments 10, 20 . To compute the electron distribution, the technique outlined in 19 is followed. Poisson's equation can be expressed as:
Here, ρ I and ρ e are the ion and electron charge density respectively. W is a scaled electrostatic potential, such that W = e(φ(R) − φ(R 0 ))/kT , where φ is the electric potential. It is important to note that ρ e is an explicit function of W (see 19 ), while ρ I is completely independant of W . W is calculated self-consistantly by using a numerical relaxation technique, and with a known W the electron charge density and the net electric field in the UCP can be computed explicitly.
We note that unlike a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the quantity T in the King distribution is not truly a single temperature. Instead, it acts as a model parameter. A position-dependent effective temperature can be defined such that
T ef f at a certain radius 19 . This fact has consequences for interpreting the electron cooling during expansion properly, as discussed below. The local electron temperatures are still exclusively a function of T and W though. Appendix A contains a more detailed discussion of the relationship between T and temperature. In addition, we have included a description of all of the equations used in the model in appendix A as well.
With the average electric fields determined using the self-consistently computed electron distribution, the ion expansion was computed. To do this, the ion expansion was broken up into a series of timesteps. At each time step, the electric field was calculated from the derivative of W . From these fields the force on each shell was determined. Each shell was accelerated for the duration of the time step in accordance with the force it experienced and its position was advanced by the amount determined by its velocity. New shell positions and velocities were then recorded for use in the next timestep. Ion-ion collisions are not expected to play a significant role over the timescale of the calculations performed 21 , and ion shells were allowed to pass through each other.
As mentioned above, UCP electron cooling rates are determined by assuming energy conservation. The total energy is a sum of the electrostatic energy of the total charge distribution, the ion kinetic energy, and the electron kinetic energy (as specified locally by T ef f ). The total energy (U ) can be expressed as: (2) where 0 is the permittivity of free space, E(r) is the electric field, N is the number of ions, m i is the mass of an ion, v i is the velocity of the ions, and n e is the number density of electrons. In all of our calculations, the number of electrons were held constant, and thus U is held fixed. As the UCP expands, ions are accelerated and their kinetic energy increases. Expansion leads to a decrease in charge density, which causes a decrease in the electrostatic energy. Finally, electrons transfer thermal energy to ion kinetic energy, leading to cooler electrons. Changes in ion kinetic energy and electrostatic energy were calculated explicitly. Decreases in electron thermal energy followed from energy conservation. T was adjusted throughout the modeled expansion to produce the appropriate decrease in electron thermal energy required to maintain energy conservation.
The model, as currently constructed, does not account for any evaporation after the initial charge imbalance is specified. Not only does this simplify the needed calculations, it also isolates the effect of the charge imbalance from other effects during the UCP expansion. Also, for many experimentally achievable UCP initial conditions additional evaporation would be negligible after a period of forced evaporation since in that case low electron temperatures and high charge imbalances would result. In future work we plan to incorporate additional evaporative cooling into the model in conjunction with experimental measurements of the evaporation rate 22 .
III. RESULTS
The effect of charge imbalance on the rate of UCP expansion can be illustrated by comparing the results of a pair of UCP simulations. We quantify the degree of charge imbalance by the parameter δ = (N − N e )/N where N is the number of ions and N e is the number of electrons. For the simulations serving as the illustration of typical results, charge imbalances of δ=0.1 and δ=0.4 are used. Both simulations had initial parameters of σ 0 = 3.75 · 10 −4 m, N = 3.0 · 10 5 and T = 85K. For the ion mass in these calculations, we used 85 Rb. Time steps were set to be 50ns, and the simulations ran for 85 steps (4.25µs).
The first noticeable differences between the two cases was visible in their electric field vs. position at time t=0. In both simulation runs there was a center region where the electric field matches that computed by using a simple model that assumes a neutral plasma 12 . Far away from the UCP, the electric field behaves as expected and matches that of a point charge at the origin whose magnitude is equal to the charge imbalance. However, the field in between these two regions is strongly influenced by the UCP charge imbalance. For the δ=0.4 simulation, this middle region has a pronounced electric field peak whose magnitude is much larger than the electric field associated with the neutral plasma approximation. In contrast, the electric field in the more neutral case follows the approximate field with only slight positive deviations until the 'edge' of the UCP is reached. At that point, the electric field in the δ = 0.1 case slowly declines to its 1/r asymptotic behavior.
This difference in electric field structure had a significant impact on the expansion of the UCP. The δ=0.1 simulations expansion was approximately uniform, maintaining an approximately Gaussian shape throughout the simulation. The δ=0.4 simulation, however, showed a much larger degree of exterior expansion, as can be seen in Fig. 2 . The ions in the aforementioned middle region undergo a much larger acceleration than the rest of the ions outside the middle region, and so the ions initially residing farther out in the UCP exterior ultimately had lower velocity than the ions that started in the region where the electric field is the largest. The difference in velocities led to interior ions eventually catching up to exterior ions and forming a large ion spike at the edge of the UCP, as originaly theoretically predicted in Ref. 13 and and also observed theoretically in Ref. 23 . The extra expansion also led to a larger overall UCP spatial size as compared to the δ = 0.1 case. Our predictions confirmed the naive expectation that larger charge imbalances lead to higher rates of overall UCP expansion despite electron screening in the interior of the UCP.
While the charge imbalance has a large and visible impact on the exterior of the plasma, the variation of the expansion of the interior is shielded to some extent from effects associated with changes in the charge imbalance. This is reasonable given the screening properties of which corresponds to a Debye length of 127µm. Since the UCP is larger in spatial extent than the Debye length, it is reasonable to expect that edge perturbations would have little effect on the center. The UCP electric field reinforces this view. At small values of R, the electric field does not change as a function of charge imbalance. The center region of a UCP was not shielded from all the effects of changes in charge imbalance, however. As the charge imbalance increased, the outer ions expanded faster. This resulted in the overall volume of the electron gas in the interior increasing faster in turn, which then resulted in a larger amount of electron cooling via expansion. An example of this can be clearly seen in Fig.3 , where the high charge imbalance case cooled much more quickly than the low charge imbalance case.
The cooling of the electrons in Fig. 3 is quantified by the decrease in T as a function time. We again note that T , while similar, is not identical to the electron temperature. For the δ = 0.4 case, the total thermal energy of the UCP electrons is equal to 3/2N e k B T to an excellent approxmation, as would naively be expected. In contrast, for the δ = 0.1 case, the total electron thermal energy is 11% less than this naive expectation (see Appendix A). However, if both a δ = 0.1 and the δ = 0.4 UCP with an initial average temperature of < T ef f >=85K are simulated, a plot of < T ef f > vs time would look qualitatively   FIG. 2. A) An example of the Ion distribution of a plasma after expanding for 4µs. This particular plasma had initial parameters T =85K, σ0 = 3.75x10 −4 m, N = 3x10 5 , and δ = 0.1. The ion distributions remains mostly Gaussian, but a small bulge is detectable at the edge. B) A second plasma, identical to the plasma in (A), except that fvor this case δ = 0.4. The increase in charge imbalance produced substantially more expansion on the exterior and resulted in the formation of a so-called ion spike on the edge. similar to the above figure. The most noteworthy difference would be that the two curves would be slightly closer together, with δ=0.1 curve about 8% colder at the later times shown in Fig. 3 .
The resulting increase in the rate of electron cooling resulted in a small decrease in the expansion rate of the central portion of the UCP over the early time evolution of the UCP that we studied. Generally at the very center of the UCP the ions' density distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian over the timescales of the simulation. To characterize the central expansion rate of the UCP, a scale length σ c based on the center ion density was calculated during the expansion. σ c was calculated at each timestep by integrating the ion density from the center outward until a radius within which the number of enclosed ions matched what would be expected to be within one σ from the center in a gaussian probability distribution was found. σ c was defined through this ra- dius. The time evolution of σ c can be seen in Fig. 4 . The δ=0.4 simulation expanded at a slightly slower rate than the center of the δ=0.1 simulation. While the difference between the two expansion rates was small over the course of the simulations, this difference is large enough to surpass the few percent sensitivity of a two cycle rf technique and thus should be experimentally detectable 20 . The fact that increasing δ leads to overall faster expansion while leading to a slower expansion at the center of the UCP indicates that a change in UCP shape from the initial Gaussian distribution is a fundamental feature associated with changes in charge neutrality.
The fact that there can be significant impact from the change in charge neutrality on T with only a mild change to the effective size vs. expansion time has experimental implications. Typically, the electron temperature is measured by measuring the rate of change of UCP density 3, 14, 24 . From this an electron temperature is extracted, often through a computation based on a simple neutral plasma expansion model like Ref 12 that explicitly assumes perfect neutrality in the interior region of the UCP. For a more non-neutral UCP, this technique would produce an incorrect temperature by not accounting for the interplay between the outer ion expansion and the electron temperature. For a more accurate prediction, a model like the one outlined in this paper would have to be utilized.
The robustness of the model results were tested by additional simulation runs over a variety of experimentally achievable initial conditions. This included variations of initial ion number, T , and UCP size (i.e. σ 0 ). For all tested sets of parameters, UCP expansion and cooling 5 . Since the UCP interior behaves like a neutral plasma, the interior ions can be can be described by a gaussian distribtion at all times.
had a qualitatively similar dependence on charge imbalance as the example simulations described above. However, the degree of increased cooling with increasing δ varied with all of these parameters.
Some care needs to be taken when quantifying how variation in initial parameters affected the additional cooling due to non-neutrality. For example, the initial T of a neutral UCP has a significant impact on the UCP's cooling rate. To properly quantify the additional cooling caused by non-neutrality as function of initial T , it is necessary to decouple the effect that the initial T has on a neutral UCP cooling rate. This was accomplished by generating cooling curves for δ = 0.1 UCPs with different initial values T to serve as a baseline. For each different initial T curve, the times over which the UCP cooled to 75% of the initial T were recorded. The amount of cooling over these associated time periods was then calculated for δ = 0.4 UCPs with the same initial value of T . This allowed for a direct comparison of the change in relative cooling rates for two different charge imbalances at a specific initial T .
It was found that high δ's led to more additional fractional cooling in UCPs with low initial values of T than UCPs with high initial values of T . This effect can be seen in Fig 5. A similar method revealed that UCPs with higher densities (higher ion number, or smaller size) also experienced more additional charge imbalance induced fractional cooling than UCPs with low densities. 
IV. ION DOPPLER PROFILES
In addition to investigating the influence of outer ions on the interior region of the UCP, our model can be used to predict the total fluorescence from Doppler-shift sensitive measurements of the ion velocity distribution. Many UCP experiments use an ion absorption imaging to deduce UCP parameters 17, 18 . Such techniques use near resonant laser pulses to illuminate the UCP. Ion absorption is measured by a CCD camera behind the UCP. By altering the frequency of the laser, the Doppler broadened spectrum for the UCP can be obtained. Mapping the Doppler profiles of the entire UCP yields information on both the size and velocity distributions the UCP ions. For a more in depth discussion of this technique see ref 17 .
We investigated the effect that non-neutrality would have on such Doppler profiles for for achievable experimental conditions where charge imbalance considerations are more important (e.g. at low density). Such measurements could be used to test the predictions of our model. Conversely, the considerations in this model predict δ-dependent features in such UCP measurements.
To determine if the changes in δ explored in this work would produce noticeable changes in the Doppler profile, it was necessary to extract theoretical Doppler profiles from model outputs. This was accomplished by calculat- ing the scattering of an incoming uniform intensity laser by the ion shells. The z axis was taken to be the direction of laser propagation. Each ion shell is defined by a single velocity, v. However, since v is in ther direction, v z and subsequently the scattering rate changes as a function of x and y position. Thus, it was necessary to integrate across each shell to calculate that shell s scattering rate. The total absorption is calculated by adding up the scattering of each of the shells. Doppler absorption profiles were determined by calculating the total absorption as function of detuning. Total absorption profiles were calculated at 4.25 µs for both the δ=0.1 and the δ=0.4 test cases. The resulting absorption profiles, seen in Fig. 6 , differed significantly. The δ=0.4 profile was broader, most notably in the wings of the distribution, than the δ = 0.1 profile. These results indicate that it is important to account for UCP charge imbalance when utilizing ion absorption imaging techniques in situations with reduced charge neutrality.
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed a theoretical model investigating the influence of non-neutrality on the evolution of UCPs. It was found that while the expansion of the UCP interior, over initial expansion times, does not change significantly as a function of UCP neutrality, there is a nonnegligible effect on the electron temperature. This effect is predicted to produce an increase in the electron cooling rate during UCP expansion at higher levels of charge imbalance. A modeling of the effects described in this work are necessary for a proper interpretation of electron cooling experiments in UCPs, including cooling due to forced and unforced evaporation. Beyond theoretically investigating the influence of charge imbalance on UCP expansion and electron temperature evolution, this model can be extended to include evaporation and threebody recombination induced heating as well to evaluate the likely effectiveness of forced evaporative cooling in achieving greater amounts of electron component strong coupling. This will be the subject of future work.
, where q is electric charge of a proton, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is a model paramenter related to electron temperature which will be further discussed later in the appendix. R is a scaled coordinate, such that R = r/σ 0 where r is the standard radial coordinate, and σ 0 is the initial guassian rms parameter for the ion distribution. R 0 is boundary condition marking the maximum spatial extent of the electron distribution.
To solve for W (R), Poisson's equation can be written in terms of the scaled potential
where N is the number of ions, and the scaling constant, N 0 , is defined as N 0 = 4π 0 k B T σ 0 /q 2 . The Σ and Σ i (R) terms are proportional to the electron and ion charge density, respectively. Σ i is defined by the following the equation: The α in A1 is a normalization constant defined as:
where N e is the total number of electrons.
By simultaneously solving equations A1-A4 and by assuming the boundary conditions W (R 0 ) = 0 and W (0) = 0, it is possible to obtain a solution for W (R) for all R ≤ R 0 . Once this solution is obtained, it is trivial to determine the electric field applied to the ion cloud. The field can be expressed as:
The accelartion of an ion in the j th ion shell, a j , is defined as d 2 rj dt 2 , and is equal to the following:
where m i is the mass of an ion, and r j is the position of the j th ion shell. As the UCP expands, the temperature of the electrons cools. As stated earlier, this temperature is not the same as the T in W , but the two quantities are closely related. The exact realtion is:
(A7) where T ef f is the local electron tempearture for a given W. For sufficently large W, T is approxiamtely equal to T ef f . The value of T is determined at all times by using conservation of energy. The total energy of the system, U , can be described in these scaled units by:
where 0 is the permittivity of free space and N j is the number of ions in the j th shell.
